
Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

TUNA HARNESS JIG

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Seeing that you are in an area with bait and feeding tuna,
you are already 75 percent of the way to success. The ideal
time to blind cast is when you are in a defined area with
lots of life. Here’s a few scenarios where it makes sense.

HOGY TUNA CASTING PLAYBOOK

BOAT BLIND CASTING APPROACH
Scattered feeding fish in a defined area: If they are active, they will
find your lure sooner or later and your time will have been better spent
with lures in the water than out of the water while you run around
looking for obvious signs

Tuna Epoxy Jig: Best used for
long range, fast retrieves
near the surface. Keep rod tip
up for surface skip, or rod
low for side to side wobble.

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Harness Jig: The best option
when Sand Eels or Half Beaks
are the primary forage. Fast,
twitching retrieve, or rip and
drop for explosive strikes.

The slow approach is the ideal way to target tuna and is
usually associated with good fishing where there are
numerous schools and plenty for everyone.

Keep it slow and easy. No need for hard running. Idling up to a school at 10
knots or less is ideal. There is no need to hurry in this situation as there
are plenty of scattered feeds and they are popping up and down. If you go
slow and happy, you might not even get to the school before seeing fish.
The main goal is to be slow and deliberate to keep from spooking fish as
you close in on the distance. 

BLIND CASTING
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Scattered finicky fish: Boat traffic is the top reason fish get
spooky. If this is the case, it is time to go stealth mode.

Acres of feeding fish: Why risk spooking the fish? Just cast and
wait your turn.
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3 BEST BETS
BLIND CASTING

TUNA EPOXY JIG

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

TUNA HARNESS JIG

WALK & GUN

3 BEST BETS
WALK & GUN

WALK & GUN APPROACH
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TUNA EPOXY JIG

GEAR GUIDE

Approach slowly when a nearby school pops up.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

When: This is a great approach when there are a number of fish breaking
in a wide area.

Tuna Epoxy Jig: Best used for
long range, fast retrieves
near the surface. Keep rod tip
up for surface skip, or rod
low for side to side wobble.

Harness Jig: The best option
when Sand Eels or Half Beaks
are the primary forage. Fast,
twitching retrieve, or rip and
drop for explosive strikes.



Harness Jig: The best option
when Sand Eels or Half Beaks
are the primary forage. Fast,
twitching retrieve, or rip and
drop for explosive strikes.

There is a time and place for running and gunning but
great care needs to be taken not to spook fish or disrupt
other fisherman. Running and gunning is appropriate in
situations where there are widely scattered fish that would
otherwise not be accessible without motoring.

To many people, running and gunning is the name of the game but it is
highly disruptive to tuna. Tuna and bait fish get very spooked by loud
hull noise, engines screaming and changing RPM’s with boats running
through schools. Unfortunately, this happens way too often, even when
there are plenty of fish. Resist the temptation to charge around if
unnecessary. It will be tempting to cover lots of ground but will work to
your disadvantage unless you can truly get on top of the fish.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

You’ll want to count how long the fish are staying up feeding for. If they
are up for only 3 or 4 seconds, you won’t have a chance unless you are
already on scene. The magic number is 10 seconds. If they are up for 10
seconds consistently, it’s time to motor. 

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Tuna Epoxy Jig: Best used
for long range, fast retrieves
near the surface. Keep rod
tip up for surface skip, or
rod low for side to side
wobble.

Many pros carry fewer different types of lures but higher
quantiles of each. Why? They bring the lures that work for their
particular methodology and use a systematic approach to the
various situations they may encounter. (+backups)

FISH SMART. FISH SIMPLE. FISH HOGY.

The Hogy 3-Step Casting System

Cast out, collect line.
Point the rod at a 45-degree angle and increase reeling speed
and rod tip height simultaneously.
As you reel, twitch your rod back sporadically. This will cause
your Epoxy Jig® Lure to pop in and out of the water simulating
a fleeing bait fish.

Fast Skippy Retrieve: This is a tip-up, fast-crank retrieve. Great
for imitating fleeing sea herring, half beaks and mackerel. This is
the preferred retrieve to breaking fish or blind casting in calm
water when you know fish are in the area.
Steps:

Tip Down Method: Reel-Reel-Reel-Pause / Reel-Reel-Reel-
Pause. I like to alternate this retrieve with the skippy retrieve. It is
similar in that it is a very high-speed retrieve but opposite in the
sense that your rod tip is pointed low –literally in the water. This
will allow you to have a very high retrieve speed without breaking
the surface. Another variation I include with the retrieve is
sporadic “stalls”. I will randomly pause for three seconds and
immediately pick back up. This will often draw a strike.

RUN & GUN APPROACH

RUN & GUN
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3 BEST BETS
RUN & GUN

WATCH VIDEO

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

TUNA HARNESS JIG

TUNA EPOXY JIG
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CAPT. MIKE HOGAN
OWNER - HOGY LURES

Drop and Reel: This retrieve starts with the medium sub-
surface retrieve but this time, you will introduce long pauses
for up to a minute to let your bait settle as deep as 30’ before
reeling again. This is an excellent retrieve for finicky fish. The
Hogy Epoxy Jig’s® Lure relatively lightweight allows for a
slow decent, which mimics a wounded or recently killed bait
fish. The drop can also put your lure in the strike zone of
suspended fish you may be marking on your fish finder. I like
to try different “start-again” retrieves after the drop.
Sometimes I will start slow while others are a hard start. I will
switch over the course of one cast.
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https://hogylures.com/collections/epoxy-jigs-category
https://hogylures.com/collections/epoxy-jigs-category


When tuna are keyed in on large mackerel, herring, half beaks, bunker, and sand
eels, it's time to break out the big baits. Knowing where to start when certain
forage is present can be confusing. Let's break it down.

Sand Eels: When tuna are keyed in on large sand eels, the Hogy
Harness Jig and Tuna Epoxy Jig shine. Long imitative profiles
closely match the common baitfish. Olive patterns are preffered.

Mackerel: One of the tuna's favorite forage species. These
large baitfish are best imitated using the Harness Jig &
Charter Grade Slider. Green patterns are preffered.

COMMON FORAGE IMITATORS

BIG BAIT
BREAK DOWN

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Half Beaks: These overgrown ballyhoo are common in late
summer. Often seen showering on the surface, the Charter
Grade Slider and Tuna Epoxy Jig imitate the elongated
profile. Silver or Purple patterns are preffered. 

Herring: Large oceanic herring are easily imitating a variety
of presentations. We recommend the Harness Jig and Charter
Grade Slider in Silver, Bone or Blue patterns.

Pogy: These giant baitfish are a top forage for very large
tuna. Imitate the profile with Harness Protail Paddle
Swimbaits and oversized Charter Grade Sliders. Silver, Bone
and Bunker colors are recommended.

TUNA EPOXY JIG

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

HARNESS JIG

When tuna are keyed in on micro-forage, it's time to downsize your tactics and
presentations to match the hatch. Here's our top producers for targeting tuna on
small baits, that "just won't eat".

Micro Sand Eels: Small, metal Sand Eel Jigs are perfect for long
range casting with tuna tackle. Steady burn retrieves or a twitch
and drop action near the surface will produce when others fail.

Tiny Squid: Tuna love squid fry and often ignore any
presentation that doesn't closely imitate these gum drop
cephalopods. The Charter Squid Plug is a great imitator.

SMALL BAIT
BREAK DOWN

PEANUT JIGS

Baby Hake: Tuna will roll and gulp feed through massive
schools of baby hake schooling on the surface. These tiny
groundfish are often under 2" long and make for difficult
fishing. Our top choice is upgrading a small Anchovy Epoxy
Jig with a small assist hook for sub-surface twitching.

Butterfish: Tuna gorging on butterfish can make for exciting
surface action in early to mid-fall. These 3" - 6" baitfish are
easily imitated using our 6.5" Protail Paddle.

Peanut Bunker: When Peanut Bunker pour our of the back
bays and estuaries into coastal waters, bluefin usually aren't
far behind. Match the hatch with small 2.5" - 4" Peanut Jigs
to easily imitate these abundant baitfish.

MICRO EPOXY JIG

CHARTER SQUID PLUG

SAND EEL JIGS

PROTAIL PADDLE
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I will often switch back and forth between casting and jigging throughout the day but if I were limited to
bringing only two rods, I would bring one jigging and one casting outfit. I feel very strongly that
multiple outfits rigged and ready to go will up your catching count. For starters, there are so many
different situations on the water that anglers encounter. I may switch from top water casting to sub
surface to fast jigging to slow jigging, all over the course of an hour.

If you think about it, a versatile angler uses a rod, reel and lure collection the same way a golfer uses a
bag full golf clubs. A driver is a driver, an iron is an iron and a putter is a putter. Each club category has
its own set of responsibilities from the longest game to the shortest game and furthermore.

I grew up trolling for tuna and I am not comfortable without at least eight set-ups when I leave the dock.
With this collection, I have a rod rigged for every casting and jigging method described in this section.
Sometimes, you only have one 30 second widow for the whole day over 100+ miles of cruising. A
successful angler has every situation prepared and the right outfit at an arm’s length.

Start Fresh: I rig up each of these outfits the night before
heading out with fresh leaders and newly inspected lures.
Variety of Colors: You’ll notice the variation of colors, lengths,
weights and even leader size on my outfits. This collection has
a selection for every situation.
Variety of Leaders: Big leaders for big fish, small leaders for
smaller or more finicky fish. I have a variety of sizes on my rod
collection plus plenty of extras on board.
Variety of Colors: Who can see the whole line up of baitfish in a
single trip? I bring greens for mackerel, bones, silvers, violets
and blues for half beaks, butterfish and herring. Olives for
sand eels and pinks for squid and as an attractor color.
Variety of Lure Types: I have a variety of lure types; top water
plugs, mid-level Hogy Epoxy Jig Lures, unweighted soft
plastics and deep and mid-level soft plastics and metals.
Ready To Swap: Now just because I leave for a trip with the
combinations doesn’t mean I’ll return to the dock with the
same rigging. I fish with a progressive system. I will start
slowly and swap out lures as one starts to work better than
others or if I identify specific bait patterns and fish sizes. If
one lure is super hot, I might even switch them all over to
serve as quick replacements for break-offs. I bring even
numbers of every lure so I am ready for a run on one color.

7.5-8’ Heavy Spinning Rod: I like to have a heavy setup in
the mix for big plugs, heavy jigs, and weighted soft
plastics. This rod can cast heavy lures up to 6ounces. This
rod will also do double duty for groundfishing on a slow
day in the tuna grounds.
Action: Moderate
Power: Heavy
Reel Size: 18000 - 20000 class.
Lure Sizes 3oz to 6oz
Typical Line: 100lb Braid
Leader: 60” of 130lb Fluorocarbon Leader

TUNA CASTING & JIGGING PREP TIPS

1

CAPT. MIKE'S CASTING SETUPS

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

CAPT. MIKE HOGAN
OWNER - HOGY LURES

PRE-TRIP PREP TIPS 7’ Medium-Heavy Spinning Rod: A sightly lighter
outfit is perfect for targeting smaller class tuna.
This is our favorite gear for throwing smaller jigs,
plugs and topwaters when fish are feeding on
micro-forage.
Action: Moderate
Power: Medium Heavy
Reel Size: 8000 - 14000 class.
Lure Sizes 2oz to 4oz
Typical Line: 60lb Braid
Leader: 60” of 80lb Fluorocarbon Leader
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Subsurface Swimmer. Heavy Thumping Action. Ultra-Imitative Jig. Sand Eel Imitator.

Offered in a variety of casting
weights and sizes, the Pro Tail
Paddles offer an ideal casting
package for imitating
butterfish. With casting
weights available to 6oz, the
Pro Tail Paddle can be casted
on XH Tuna Spinning Tackle.
Heavy Duty VMC rigging is
suitable for tuna upwards of
200lbs. Cover ground quickly
with fan casting techniques on
a fast steady retrieve.

The Tuna Rigged 4oz Epoxy Jig
offers incredible casting
distance and accuracy on
heavy tuna spinning outfits.
The Tuna Epoxy Jig offers an
excellent side to side kick on a
steady retrieve, aiding to
quickly cover large swaths of
productive water when tuna
are moving fast. The Epoxy
Jigs through wired
construction and 4X VMC
Treble Rigging offers superior
strength for large Bluefin.

The Tuna Harness Jig’s
hydrodynamic profile and
heavy weight is ideal for
reaching depths of 180’+ in
heavy current and varied sea
states. The long tapered UV
Infused Speed Tail offers an
imitative sand eel profile
perfect for tuna keyed in on
oceanic sand eels. Ideal for
slow-pitch style jigging
retrieves, the Harness Jig
offers incredible action with
short 1’ - 2’ jigging motion.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING TUNA

Surface feeding tuna keyed in
on larger half-beaks,
butterfish & sand eels.

CHARTER GRADE
SUBSURFACE SLIDERS

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

HEAVY THUMPING
PROTAIL PADDLES

TUNA RIGGED
EPOXY JIGS

ALL PURPOSE
HOGY EPOXY JIGS®

Surface foaming tuna can be
ultra finicky when keyed in on
specific baitfish. Matching the
color and profile of available
forage will produce
significantly more bites on a
consistent basis. When fish are
spread out and showing in
singles and doubles. The
Charter Grade Slider can be
blind casted to quickly cover
ground and locate actively
feeding fish.

THE SOLUTION

Scattered tuna feeding on
butterfish.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Tuna feeding on butterfish can
be notoriously picky and tough
to catch. Long range casts &
imitative bait profiles are
necessary for success.

THE SOLUTION

Fast moving tuna chasing
surface baitfish schools.
Actively pursuing schools
underway is necessary.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When tuna are seen breaking
on the surface, but always out
of casting reach. Long range
casting lures are necessary to
put fast moving fishing into
range.

THE SOLUTION

Bottom grubbing tuna keyed
in on large sand eels. 

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When you’re marking tuna
down deep on the fish finder
but seeing limited surface
activity. A fast sinking,
imitative sand eel profile
produces picky fish.

THE SOLUTION

Charter Slider Protail Paddle Hogy Epoxy Jig® Tuna Harness Jig

Simplicity is key. Charter
Grade Sliders offer excellent
side to side kicking action on a
steady retrieve. Occasional
stop and pause can be
imparted when fish follow
without committing. 



Three Basic Casting Retrieves
(All Species)

(A) Slow Jigging: We think slow jigging is the most effective way to jig with softbaits.
WHEN: This is a go to technique when fish are consistently hanging at a certain depth
or are slow to commit. HOW:  Drop the the lure to the desired depth (likely where you
are most consistently marking fish) and work the bait as slowly as possible. You can
even dead stick a softbait by putting the rod in the holder and use the boat’s rocking
motion to work the lure. WHY: This method will best utilize the slow undulating action
of the soft plastic and will also keep the lure in the strike zone.

(B) Twitch Jigging: Works well with Hogy Epoxy Jig Lures and slender metals that
imitate sand eels AND softbaits WHEN: Targeting a specific depth with scattered fish. 
 HOW:  Drop the lure to the desired depth and “twitch” the jig with a series of sharp
and rapid jigs, almost as if to “twitch” the jig. WHY: This method will create vibrations
and commotion caused by your lure’s twitching motion. Will help draw attention to
your lure.

(C) Fast Jigging: Fast jigging is best used with heavy metals that sink fast. WHEN:
Targeting fish across a wide spectrum in the water column, HOW: Drop the lure to
bottom and work it back up by reeling quickly while imparting jigging motions with
the rod as the lure comes up. Once close to the surface, drop and repeat. WHY: This
method will cover all levels in the water column, create commotion and will elicit a
reactionary “FOMO” strike by a predator.

"Paint" your crimp 

black with a sharpie.

80# Fluoro
+ Palomar Knot

TUNA RIG LIKE A PRO

Everything comes down to a solid connection
when target trophy tuna. Here's how to rig your
own bullet proof leader to lure connections.

CRIMPED LOOP
CONNECTION

220# Crane Swivel

220# 1.4 Split Ring.5" Black Chafe Loop130# Fluoro Leader1.3mm Aluminum Crimp

The best rigging
connection on heavy
leaders 80# and up.

KNOTTED
CONNECTION

220# Crane Swivel

220# 1.4 Split Ring

For rigging with light
leaders 80# and less.

OFFSHORE RIGGING
Tackling the largest of offshore gamefish requires a
keen eye to details and perfection in rigging
technique. Hogy's full lineup of offshore terminal
rigging allows you to quickly build or repair your
offshore presentations.

1.Reduce crimp visibility by coloring with a black
sharpie marker.
2. Eliminate unnecessary break offs by leaving a
1/16" flange along crimp edges when crimping
3. Measure line diameter to crimp size. Improper
pairing of line to crimp size will greatly reduce
strength and reliability
4. Use the proper style chafe gear for connections.
Black Chafe for leader loops. Stainless Chafe for
hook connections.

PRO TIPS: CRIMPING

(A) Fast Skippy Retrieve: This is a tip-up, fast-crank  retrieve. Great for imitating
fleeing sea herring, half beaks and mackerel. This is the preferred retrieve to breaking
fish or blind casting in calm water when you know fish are in the area.

(B) Reel-Reel-Reel-Pause / Reel-Reel-Reel-Pause: I like to 
alternate this retrieve with the skippy retrieve. It is similar in that it is a very high-
speed retrieve but opposite in the sense that your rod tip is pointed low –literally in
the water. This will allow you to have a very high retrieve speed without breaking the
surface.

(C) Drop and Reel: This retrieve starts with the medium sub-surface retrieve but this
time, you will introduce long pauses for up to a minute to let your bait settle as deep as
30’ before reeling again. This is an excellent retrieve for finicky fish.

Three Basic Jigging Retrieves
(All Species)

TUNA RIGGING GUIDE FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.


